Nebiolo HT
Azienda:

- Nebiolo HT was born in 2000; is located in Sicily (Italy). Total dedicated area: 25000m²; Covered area: 8000m².
- Employed: 30 workers.
What we do

Nebiolo HT provide the following services:

1. *Engineering*
2. *Production*
3. *Assembly*
Engineering service

1. 3D CAD modelling
2. Kinematic & Dynamic simulations
3. FEM structural simulations
4. CAD-CAM
5. Reverse engineering
Production

Machining
- Lathe
- Milling
- Grinding
- Wire cutting EDM

Carpentry
- Guillotine shear
- Press brakes (bending)
- Punching
- Plasma Cutting
- Mig Tig
Machining (By Lathe)

Materials: Steel, aluminium, titanium, bronze, copper,...
Machining (By Milling)

Materials: Steel, aluminium, titanium, bronze, copper,...
Nondestructive testing (by independent accredited organization):

- magnetic-particle
- liquid penetrant
- radiographic
- ultrasonic
Assembly Area

Activities: assembly and tests (according customer requirements)

Covered area: from 2000 to 3000 m²

Crane bridge: available

Kind of assembly: mechanic, electric, pneumatic, idraulic…
Construction & Assembly

Winches for Pipelaying vessel
Construction & Assembly

CRATE EMCAL MODUL (CERN Geneva)
Construction & Assembly

Monorail’s undercarriage
Construction & Assembly

Offset printing machines

INFN: KM3NET
Nebiolo HT Products

Sheet feed offset machine

Folder machine

Automatic Warehouse

Unwinder
Thank You for your attention